A reconstructive algorithm for plastic surgery following extensive chest wall resection.
Chest wall reconstruction following extensive resection is greatly facilitated by the use of vascularised flaps and prosthetic material. Plastic surgeons are often asked to assist with coverage of large chest wall defects. However, in addition to soft tissue coverage, we need to address other important issues such as the status of the pleural cavity, and the requirement for skeletal support. The purpose of this report is to analyse our experience, provide a reconstructive algorithm following the ablative procedure and review the literature. Two hundred chest wall resections were performed from 1975 to 2000. Defect location was divided into anterior (n = 73) lateral (n = 36) anterior-lateral (n = 36) posterior-lateral (n = 19) posterior (n = 22) and forequarter (n = 14) Average number of ribs resected was four. One hundred and fifty-eight patients (79%) required chest wall reconstruction with either prosthetic material and/or flap closure. Mesh closure was required in 85 cases (43%), being highest for lateral defects (61%), and lowest for anterior defects (31%). Vascularised flaps were needed in 112 patients (56%), more common in anterior defects (79%), and less common for the posterior-lateral defects (26%). Inpatient complication rate was 27% (43/158) following reconstruction, with a mortality of 6% (10/158). Chest wall reconstruction is common following extensive resection. This includes management of the pleural cavity, skeletal support and soft tissue coverage. A better understanding of the respiratory mechanics and local thoracoabdominal anatomy is crucial for managing these complex defects. The need for skeletal support was more prevalent in lateral and posterior-lateral defects. Flap reconstruction was required more often to cover large anterior defects, with regional flaps predominating.